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1. Introduction
Focus refers to salient words or phrases in the discourse. The salient word or phrase can be an
answer to a wh-question, as illustrated in (1). The domain of focus is marked here by a subscript F. In
(1a), the subject noun is focused, and in (1b), the object noun is focused, while in (1c), the verb phrase
is focused.
(1) a. Who likes phonetics? [Peter]F likes phonetics.
b. What did he buy?
He bought a [book]F
c. What did he do?
He [bought a book]F
The prosodic realization of focus can vary depending on various factors such as type of focus (e.g.,
information focus, corrective focus), morphosyntax (whether or not a language has a morpho-syntactic
marker of focus), and intonational phonology of language, and thus is language-specific. On one hand,
head-prominence languages such as English, German, and Greek, mark prominence through the use of
pitch accent (i.e., salient pitch movement on the stressed syllable), and the focused word receives a
nuclear pitch accent, “deaccenting” the following word(s). On the other hand, edge prominencelanguages such as Korean and Japanese mark prominence by manipulating the phrasing (i.e., grouping)
of words, Lastly, languages such as Bengali and French, considered both head- and edge-prominence
languages, prominence is marked by both pitch accent and phrasing (Jun 2005).
Prosodic realizations of focus also differ by domain (i.e., whether the focus domain is a single
word or a phrase) and the syntactic type of constituent (i.e., whether it’s an NP or VP). In the case of
VP focus in English, e.g., (1c), studies have shown that nuclear pitch accent is given on the VP-final
argument, thus similar to the case with the final argument having narrow focus (Gussenhoven 1983;
Birch & Clifton 1995; Welby 2003), though more recent studies have revealed some differences in the
pitch accent types and the realization of pre-nuclear pitch accent (Baumann, Becker, Grice, & Mücke
2008; Breen, Fedorenko, Wagner, & Gibson submitted; Jun in progress). In the case of VP focus in
Korean, Jun, Kim, Lee, & Kim (2006) and Jun & Kim (2007) have shown that the VP-initial argument
receives the strongest prominence, while all following lexical items, sometimes even the verb, still
receive prominence. That is, no dephrasing happens after the initial argument. This differs from the
case where the VP-initial argument receives narrow focus. In that case, a strong phrase boundary is
inserted at the beginning of the focused argument, and all items after the focused argument are either
dephrased (i.e., phrase boundaries are deleted) or realized in substantially reduced pitch range.
Prosodic realizations of NP focus differ from VP focus and also vary across languages. In
Neapolitan Italian declaratives, each word in a focused NP is marked by a rising (L+H*) nuclear pitch
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accent, but in yes/no-questions, it is the beginning and end of the focus domain that is prosodically
marked (D’Imperio 2001). Figure 1 shows pitch tracks of three yes/no-questions with different focus
domains: (a) “Will you see [mom]F tomorrow?”;. (b) “Will you see [mom’s hand]F tomorrow?”, (c)
“Will you see [mom’s beautiful hand]F tomorrow?”. Here, the L*+H pitch accent marks the beginning
of focus domain and a falling (HL) tone marks the end of the domain. A similar phenomenon is found
in NP focus in Kolkata Standard Bengali (Hayes & Lahiri 1991; Lahiri & Fitzpatrick-Cole 1999;
Selkirk 2007), where a focused constituent is marked by a low pitch accent (L*) on the first stressed
syllable and a high boundary tone (HP or HFOC) at the end of the constituent. However, a somewhat
different pattern is found in Bangladeshi Standard Bengali (Khan 2008). In this variety of Standard
Bengali, two alternatives are seen: either each word bears a separate focus pitch accent (L*+H) or only
the last word of the constituent bears the focus pitch accent, marking only the end of the focus domain.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Pitch tracks of three yes/no-questions in Neapolitan Italian when an NP of varying size is
focused: (a) Will you see mom tomorrow? [The arrow indicates the target of the HL tone.] (b) Will you
see mom’s hand tomorrow?, and (c) Will you see mom’s beautiful hand tomorrow? [The arrow
indicates the second pitch accent in the constituent.] (Figures from D’Imperio (2001))
For the current paper, the prosodic realization of NP focus in Korean is examined in sequences of
genitive noun phrases such as Mary’s sister’s boyfriend. An example dialogue is given in (2).
(2) Focus on a multi-word NP in Korean
Q: Who does Inho like?
㧎䢎ṖGG ῂ⯒ 㫡㞚䞮┞?
[inho-ga nugu-lɨl ʧoahani]
Inho-nom who-acc like
A: Inho likes [Mina’s tutor’s sister]F.
㧎䢎⓪ ⹎⋮㦮 Ṗ㩫ᾦ㌂㦮 㡂☯㌳㦚
㫡㞚䟊.
㡂☯㌳
[inho-nɨn mina-ɛ kaʤəŋgjosa-ɛ jədoŋsɛŋ-ɨl ʧoahɛ]
Inho-top Mina’s tutor’s
sister-acc like
Utterances were examined to see how the focused NP is prosodically realized. Is the whole NP marked
prosodically? Or is the first or last word in the NP more prominent than the rest? Is the phrasing
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influenced by focus? Is there dephrasing within or after the NP? If so, how is this dephrasing
phonetically realized? The results show that the last word in the NP is the most prominent, and that
this word begins an Intermediate Phrase, triggering dephrasing of the following words. Dephrasing,
however, is interrupted by a major syntactic boundary, rendering a new type of dephrasing after focus,
i.e., partial dephrasing. Two more types of dephrasing after focus are proposed: complete dephrasing
and phonetic dephrasing.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the experiment where the prosodic
realizations of complex NP focus in Korean are examined when three factors are manipulated: the
domain/size of focus, the location of the focused NP, and the syntactic structure of the sentence.
Section 3 reports the results and Section 4 discusses three topics: 1. the effect of focus on prosodic
phrasing, 2. two types of Intermediate Phrases: prominence-marking vs. syntactic boundary-marking,
and 3. prosodic phrasing before and after focus and the representation of the dephrased string in the
prosodic structure of Korean. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Experiment
2.1. Method
Four speakers (2 male, 2 female) of Seoul Korean participated in the experiment. There were 123
target sentences which varied in the length of the NP (one to four nouns) and the structure of the
sentence (see below in (3)). Each subject read target sentences out-of-the-blue (to collect broad focus
data). Then, two subjects “acted out” a dialog displayed on a computer screen (to collect narrow focus
data, an answer to a wh-question). An example of a dialogue is given in (4). Subjects later switched
roles so that both roles were collected from each subject. Subjects wore a head-mounted microphone.
Their speech was digitized directly into a computer into two channels at a 22kHz sampling rate using
PCQuirerX (Scicon R & D). The prosodic phrasing and intonation of each sentence was analyzed
following the revised model of Korean intonation (Jun 2006, 2007; see next section).
(3) Syntactic structure of target sentences (varying in simple/complex VP, matrix/embedded clause,
subject/object NP); the target NP is in bold.
i. NP + Verb
ii. NP + VP (adverb + verb)
iii. NP + embedded verb + main V
iv. NP + embedded verb + main VP
v. NP + Subj. noun + (embedded V) + main V
vi. NP + Obj. noun + (embedded V) + main V
vii. Subj. noun + NP + (embedded V) + main V
viii. Obj. noun + NP + (embedded V) + main V
(4) A: [mina-ga [nugu-lɨl mannanɨn-gəl] [ʧɛil ʤoahani]]?
‘Mina-nom whom meet-cl.marker most like’
=> ‘Who does Mina like to meet the most?’
B: [mina-nɨn [NP-lɨl mannanɨn-gəl] [ʧɛil ʤoahejo]].
‘Mina-top NP-acc meet-cl.marker most like’
=> ‘Mina likes to meet NP the most.’
NP = one word: Yeona (a girl’s name)
two words: Yeona’s tutor
three words: Yeona’s tutor’s sister
four words: Yeona’s tutor’s sister’s boyfriend
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2.1.1. Intonation of Seoul Korean: Revised model (Jun 2006, 2007)
The revised model of Korean intonation is the same as the earlier model (Jun 1993, 1998, 2000)
except for having an Intermediate Phrase (ip), which is larger than an Accentual Phrase (AP) and
smaller than an Intonation Phrase (IP). The hierarchical organization of the prosodic units and the tonal
affiliations are given in (5). An ‘ip’ is defined by pitch reset, either by higher AP-initial tone (+H) or
by a high intermediate phrase boundary tone (H-), and minor phrase-final lengthening when marked by
H-.
(5) Revised Intonation Model of Seoul Korean
IP
ip

(ip)

AP
w
s

(AP)
(w)

s ... s

T +H

s

L+ Ha

(H-) T%

IP: Intonation Phrase; ip: Intermediate phrase; AP: Accentual Phrase
w: phonological word; s: syllable
T = H, when the AP-initial segment is aspirated or tense C or /h, s/; Otherwise, T = L
+H: H tone realized on the second syllable of AP
L+: L tone realized on the penultimate syllable of AP
Ha: an AP-final boundary tone.
(H-): an optional ip-final boundary tone
T%: an IP-final boundary tone (e.g., H%, L%, LH%, HL%, LHL%, HLH%)
(when boundary tones of different prosodic units are realized on the same syllable, the tone of
a higher prosodic unit overrides that of a lower prosodic unit.)

2.2. Results
Not unexpectedly, the prosodic phrasing varied within and across speakers, influenced by length,
syntax, and focus. In this section, the most common patterns of prosodic phrasing across speakers are
described. The phrasing pattern for the broad focus condition is shown in section 2.2.1, and that of the
focus condition is shown in section 2.2.2, grouped by the length of NP.

2.2.1. Broad focus
In the broad focus condition, prosodic phrasing was influenced by syntactic, rhythmic, and length
factors. When a sentence is long, i.e., has more than five words (with each word having 3 or 4 syllables
in general) and includes a heavy syntactic boundary such as a subordinate clause or a heavy NP, the
end of these units was marked by a boundary tone of a bigger prosodic unit (ip or IP), realized on the
last syllable (which is a case marker or postposition in the dataset) of the syntactic constituent. Figure
2 shows an example where a heavy subject NP is followed by an embedded verb, mannanun-kel ‘to
meet-clause marker’, the last syllable of which is marked by an IP boundary tone, H% (i.e., NP-V //
VP). Here, the sentence has six words and the end of a three-word heavy NP subject (i.e., the fourth
word in the sentence), is not marked by a big prosodic break. However, as shown in Figure 3, in a
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sentence of seven words, the end of a four-word heavy NP subject (i.e., namjachingu-ka ‘boyfriendnom’) is marked by a big prosodic break, but the end of an embedded verb is not. This suggests that
prosodic phrasing is also constrained by a rhythmic factor.

Figure 2. An example pitch track of a six-word sentence in broad focus shows a big prosodic break
(IP-final H% boundary tone is circled) after the embedded verb, mannanun-kel “to meet-clause
marker”. The structure of the sentence: [(Mina-Acc)[(Yeona’s)(tutor’s)(sister-nom)]NP(meet-clause
marker)]S(likes)] => ‘Yeona’s tutor’s sister likes to meet Mina.’ [This figure follows the Korean-ToBI
transcription convention (Jun 2000). It shows three tiers (words, English gloss, and tones) above the
waveform and pitch track. The same figure format is used for all following pitch track figures.]

Figure 3. An example pitch track of a seven-word sentence in broad focus shows a big prosodic break
(IP-final HL% boundary tone is circled) after the four-word heavy NP subject, namjachingu-ga
“boyfriend-nom”. The structure of the sentence: [[(Yeona’s)(tutor’s)(sister’s)(boyfriendnom)]NP[(Mina-acc)(to meet-clause marker)]VP]S(likes)] => ‘Yeona’s tutor’s sister’s boyfriend likes to
meet Mina.’
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Another example of a rhythmic factor influencing prosodic phrasing is shown when a heavy fourword subject NP is phrased into two groups. Figure 4 shows that the first two words in the four-word
subject NP forms one Intermediate Phrase (marked by Ha-ip in the tones tier), which is cued by the
raised AP-initial peak (i.e., +H) on the third word, yeodongseng-e ‘a sister’s’.

Figure 4. An example pitch track of a four-word subject NP in a six-word simple sentence in broad
focus. Here, the first two words in the subject NP are grouped into one ip, cued by a higher pitch peak
(+H), i.e., pitch reset, of the third word/AP, yeodongseng-e “sister’s” than the peak of the second
word/AP. The structure of the sentence: [[(Yeona’s)(tutor’s)(sister’s)(boyfriend-nom)]NP [(Minaacc)(likes)]VP]S => ‘Yeona’s tutor’s sister’s boyfriend likes Mina.’

Figure 5. An example pitch track of a five-word sentence (“Mina likes Yeona’s tutor’s sister.”) in
broad focus. It shows a downtrend of APs even when the sentence has a heavy 3-word object NP.
When a sentence is shorter than six words, each word tends to form one AP, with f0 peaks
decreasing over the utterance, regardless of the complexity of the structure. An example is shown in
Figure 5. Here, the sentence, yeona-e kajeonggyosa-e yedongseng-ul mina-ka coaheyo, ‘Mina likes
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Yeona’s tutor’s sister’, has a fronted, heavy three-word object NP followed by a subject NP, mina-ka,
and a verb, coaheyo. Still, each word forms one AP and the peak f0 of each AP shows a downtrend.
In sum, the data show that prosodic phrasing of a sentence in broad focus is constrained by the
length and syntactic structure of a sentence as well as by the rhythm.

2.2.2. Focus condition: Short NP (1 or 2 nouns)
When a complex NP is focused, each word in the NP is often prominent but the last word in NP is
the most prominent, always starting a new Intermediate Phrase (ip). The prosodic phrasing of the
whole NP and of the sentence, however, varied depending on their length. When a sentence is short
(i.e., five words or fewer), the last word in the NP started a new ip and all the following words were
“dephrased”. Dephrasing was realized in three different ways: Complete dephrasing, partial dephrasing,
and phonetic dephrasing.
“Complete dephrasing” happens when all AP boundaries after the focused word are deleted, thus
forming one long AP starting from the focused word. That is, the new ip starting from the focused
word is composed of only one AP. A formal representation of complete dephrasing is given in (6).
This type of dephrasing was the most common when the sentence was short or when the focused word
was followed by one or two words. An example pitch track of complete dephrasing is shown in
Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows a sentence with focus on the two-word object NP, “For Mina, (she)
dislikes [Yeona’s tutor]F the most”. Here, the second noun in the object NP, kajeonggyosa-lul ‘a
tutor-acc.’, begins an ip (cued by pitch reset), triggering dephrasing after the NP and across a VP
boundary (= adv + main V), forming one long AP including the second noun of the object NP, the
adverb, and the main verb. Figure 7 shows pitch track of a sentence, [(Mina-top)(Yeona-acc)(to meetclause marker)]S [(a lot)(likes)]VP] => “For Mina, (she) likes to meet [Yeona]F the most”, with focus
on the object noun, Yeona. In broad focus, each word tends to form one AP, but with narrow focus on
Yeona, the word begins an ip and dephrases all the following words across an embedded clause
boundary, forming one long AP.
(6) Complete Dephrasing: [(NP1 NP2 NP3) NP4]NP-Focus [ (NP) …. V]
=> ((… NP3)ip ((NP4 … NP ... V …)AP)ip)IP

Figure 6. An example pitch track of a five-word sentence with focus on the two-word object NP,
yeona-e kajeonggyosa-lul “Yeona’s tutor-acc’. A new ip begins from the second noun in the object NP.
This ip is composed of one AP, which includes the second noun of the object NP (kajeonggyosa-lul),
the adverb (ceil ‘a lot’) and the main verb (sireheyo ‘dislike’). That is, the items after ‘tutor’ are
completely dephrased. This sentence means “For Mina, (she) dislikes Yeona’s tutor”.
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Figure 7. An example pitch track of a five-word sentence with focus on the object NP, yeona-lul
“Yeona-acc’, illustrates complete dephrasing. The object begins an ip and dephrases all the following
words, forming one long AP across an embedded clause boundary. This sentence means “For Mina,
(she) likes to meet Yeona the most”.

Figure 8. An example pitch track of a six-word sentence with focus on the object NP, Yeona-e
kajeonggyosa-lul “Yeona’s tutor-acc’, illustrates “partial dephrasing”. The second word in the object
NP begins an ip (with higher +H), but the end of this word maintains an AP boundary, i.e., not
including the following word into its own AP. The sentence means “For Mina, (she) likes to meet
Yeona’s tutor the most”.
When a sentence is long (i.e., more than five words) and the focused NP is followed by an
embedded verb, the last word of the focused NP is still produced as most prominent; this is marked by
initiating a new ip. However, the end of embedded-clause was also marked by a big prosodic break,
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illustrating the effect of syntax on phrasing as is the case of broad focus as well. In this case, the
complete dephrasing of post-focal words was interrupted by a prosodic boundary. That is, post-focal
words are not fully dephrased after the focused word, and this type of dephrasing is called ‘partial
dephrasing’. An example is shown in Figure 8. Here, an ip boundary is shown before the last word of
the focused NP, kajeonggyosa-lul ‘tutor-acc.’. However, unlike the prominent words shown in Figures
7 and 8, this word still maintains an AP boundary at the end of the word, not completely dephrasing
the following word, i.e., the embedded verb mannanun-kel ‘to meet-clause marker’. That is, the
focused ip has more than one AP, illustrating ‘partial dephrasing’. This example also illustrates that the
effect of dephrasing can continue even across an ip boundary. The main VP (composed of two words)
after the embedded clause shows a low flat f0 track and weak amplitude. This data shows that the
effect of syntax on phrasing can interfere with the effect of focus.

2.2.3. Focus condition: longer NPs (3 or more nouns)
When the focused NP has more than two words, the prosodic juncture at the end of whole NP
varies depending on the number of following items. If it is followed by a single word, i.e., a verb, the
verb will be dephrased across the NP boundary, and forms one AP together with the last word of the
NP, which begins an ip as the most prominent word. See Figure 9, where the NP-final word and the
main verb form one ip and one AP together. However, if the NP is followed by more than one word,
the right edge of the focused NP is often marked by a prosodic break, while still dephrasing the
following word(s). That is, the post-focal string is partially dephrased. An example of this type is
shown in Figures 10 and 11. In Figure 10, the last word of the focused subject NP, namjachingu-ka ‘a
boyfriend-nom’, begins an ip but the end of this word is also marked by an ip boundary (cued by a Hboundary tone). The following two words form one AP in substantially reduced pitch range and
amplitude. A similar phenomenon is shown in Figure 11, where the last word of the focused object NP,
cunggan pupun-ul ‘the center part-acc.’, receives prosodic focus and begins an ip, but does not form
one AP together with the three post-focal words. Instead, the three post-focal words form one AP by
themselves in substantially reduced pitch range and amplitude, i.e., partially dephrased.

Figure 9. An example pitch track of a six-word sentence where the four-word subject NP is focused
and is followed by one word, i.e., the verb. The last word of the subject NP and the following verb
form one ip and AP, illustrating “complete dephrasing”. The sentence means “Yeona’s tutor’s sister’s
boyfriend likes Mina”.
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Figure 10. An example pitch track of a six-word sentence where the four-word subject NP is focused
and is followed by two words, i.e., the object NP and the verb. The last word of the subject NP initiates
a new ip (with higher +H) but the end of the subject NP is marked by an ip boundary tone, H-,
blocking complete dephrasing. The two words following the subject NP form one AP by themselves in
reduced pitch range and amplitude, illustrating “partial dephrasing”. The sentence means “Yeona’s
tutor’s sister’s boyfriend likes Mina”.

Figure 11. An example pitch track of a six-word sentence where a three-word object NP is focused and
followed by three words (i.e., subject NP, embedded verb, and main verb), meaning “Mina likes to
push the center part of the step of the swing”. The last word of the object NP receives prosodic focus
and begins a new ip, but the end of this word/object NP is marked by an AP boundary and the
following three words form one AP showing substantially reduced pitch range and amplitude, thus
indicating partial dephrasing.
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Though dephrasing (either complete or partial) is common after focus, a third type of dephrasing,
“phonetic dephrasing”, is also not uncommon. Phonetic dephrasing is characterized by post-focal items
maintaining their accentual phrasing, but with reduced pitch range and amplitude. An example is
shown in Figure 12, another pitch track example of the same sentence used in Figure 11. Here, the
phrasing is the same as that in Figure 11, but the three post-focus words (subject NP, embedded verb,
and main verb) each form a separate AP in a reduced pitch range and amplitude.

Figure 12. An example pitch track of the sentence used in Figure 11. The phrasing is the same as that
in Figure 11 up to the focused subject NP. Unlike the partially dephrased post-focus words in Figure
11, the three post-focus words here (mina-ka minun-kel coaheyo ‘subject noun-embedded verb-main
verb) each forms one AP, with reduced pitch range and amplitude, illustrating “phonetic dephrsing”.

3. Discussion
3.1. Effect of focus on prosodic phrasing
The data show that prosodic phrasing is influenced by the interaction of focus, syntax, and length.
In the broad focus condition, a short sentence with a multi-word NP shows no big prosodic breaks
sentence-medially. But sentences with more than five words show a big prosodic break at the end of
multi-word NP and at a clause boundary. When a multi-word NP is focused, the NP-final word
becomes the most prominent by starting a big phrase (i.e., an Intermediate Phrase) and dephrasing the
following words. The exact type of dephrasing varies depending on the length and syntactic
complexity of the post-focal string. If the post-focal string is short (i.e., one word), it is completely
dephrased, but when the post-focus string has two or more words and includes a clause boundary or a
phrasal boundary such as NP, the post-focus string is partially dephrased due to the prosodic juncture
found at the end of the multi-word NP or at the syntactic boundary. That is, when the post-focal string
is long, the right edge of a multi-word NP or clause is marked by a big prosodic break even after focus.
This shows that the effect of focus on phrasing is dependent on both length and syntax.

3.2. Two types of ip
The current data have shown that there are two ways to realize an Intermediate Phrase (ip) in
Seoul Korean. One is a prominence-marking ip cued by a raised initial high tone (+H) and the other is
a syntactic boundary-marking ip cued by a high boundary tone (H-). The prominence-marking ip break
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is found at the beginning of a word when the word is focused. In this case, the initial H tone (+H) of
the word is higher than the f0 peak of the preceding Accentual Phrase (AP). Though an ip boundary is
inserted at the left edge of a focused word, this does not affect the preceding phrase in that the final
syllable of the preceding word is not lengthened and the boundary tone of the preceding phrase is not
necessarily higher than the typical AP-final boundary (Ha). Thus, on the tones tier shown in the figures
above (e.g., Figs. 6–12), the boundary of this type is labeled as “Ha-ip”. On the other hand, the
syntactic boundary-marking ip break is found at the end of a heavy syntactic constituent, and the last
syllable of the constituent is slightly longer than an ip-medial AP-final syllable and is often marked by
a boundary tone higher than the typical Ha. On the tones tier, this is labeled as H-, an ip boundary tone.
These two types of ip differ in the location in which they are marked: the prominence-induced ip
marks the domain-initial boundary while the syntax-induced ip marks the domain-final boundary.
They also differ in their sensitivity to semantic grouping. The syntax-induced ip marks the end of a
syntactic constituent, thus the ip boundary matches the semantic group boundary. However, the
prosodic boundary marked by a prominence-marking ip does not necessarily match a semantic group
boundary. For example, in Figure 6 above, the topic NP and the first noun of the heavy object NP,
mina-nun yeona-e ‘Mina-top Yeona’s”, form one ip together because the word immediately after
yeona-e, receives the strongest prominence as the last word of the object NP, kajeonggyosa-lul ‘a
tutor-acc.’, and begins an ip. This shows that, unlike AP formation in Korean (Jun 1993) or Intonation
Phrase formation in English (i.e., Sense Unit in Selkirk 1984) or Schafer’s (1997) claim that the ip is
the domain of interpretation, an ip in Korean can include words that do not form a semantic group. In
Jun (1993), it was claimed that AP formation can be affected by a syntactic constraint: AP-final words
cannot be the left element of a branching constituent, as shown in (7) below. However, an ip can
include the two words as long as each word forms one AP.
(7) Syntactic constraint on AP formation

*AP(W1
W2)
ip(AP(W1) AP(W2))
Thus, one might wonder if the prominence-induced ip boundary is in fact a prosodic boundary. A
raised +H might just be a way to mark prominence, same as the ‘boosting’ effect of focus as claimed in
Kubozono (1993) and Kubozono, Kitagawa, and Yoshida (2007). However, it is too early to come to
this conclusion for Korean as this type of ip is also found when no focus is involved. As seen in Figure
4 where the prosodic phrasing of a four-word NP is shown in a broad focus context, the four words are
grouped in two ips due to a rhythmic constraint. Here, the third word shows a raised +H and the end of
the second word (ip-final) is not marked by a higher boundary tone or phrase-final lengthening. It is
also common cross-linguistically that a prosodic unit can be defined by pitch range reset at the
beginning of a unit. The Intermediate Phrase proposed in the intonation model of Tokyo Japanese
(Beckman & Pierrehumbert 1986, Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988) is defined by pitch range reset at
its beginning (i.e., the domain of downstep) and is not marked by a final boundary tone. The effect of
focus on prosodic phrasing is found in various languages (e.g., Chichewa (Kanerva 1990), Bengali
(Hayes and Lahiri 1991, Khan 2008), Persian (Sadat-Tehrani 2008), Georgian (Vicenik & Jun to
appear)) and it would be interesting to see if the prosodic boundary initiated by focus is the same as
other types of prosodic boundaries in the language.

3.3. Prosodic phrasing before and after focus: an extraprosodic phrase
Phrasing data in the focus section showed that post-focus items can be partially or fully dephrased
phonologically. When fully dephrased, there is no prosodic boundary between the focused word and
the post-focal items. However, when post-focal items are partially dephrased, there does exist a
prosodic boundary after focus. Then, the question is: what type of prosodic unit do the post-focal items
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belong to? According to the Exhaustivity constraint in the Strict Layer Hypothesis (i.e., No Ci
immediately dominates a constituent Cj, j < i-1, where Cn = some prosodic category; Selkirk 1984,
1996), all items in a sentence should be parsed exhaustively into a prosodic unit of the same rank in the
prosodic hierarchy. Thus, if there is a Ci type prosodic break, the prosodic unit “before” as well as
“after” the break should be a Ci type prosodic unit. This means that a partially dephrased post-focal
string should form a prosodic unit of the same type as that found before the post-focal string, which
can be either an ip (e.g., Fig. 10) or an AP (e.g., Fig. 11). However, as shown in the results section, the
post-focal string is realized in substantially reduced pitch range and amplitude, and the segments in the
string are also reduced in articulatory strength, much more so than those before the string. Although no
quantitative data is available at this point, it is highly likely that the initial segment of post-focal string
does not show any sign of initial strengthening appropriate for the ip or AP level (Cho & Jun 2000;
Cho & Keating 2001; Keating, Cho, Fougeron, & Hsu 2003). This suggests that the post-focal string
does not form a legitimate ip or AP. Instead, it seems that this string forms a ‘deformed’ AP and
behaves as extraprosodic material, not visible in building the prosodic structure of an utterance.
The same phenomenon can be found right before a focused word when the pre-focal string is a
single word and is in utterance-initial or Intonation Phrase (IP)-initial position. Since a focused word
initiates an ip, the pre-focus material is expected to be an ip. However, as can be seen in Figure 13, the
pre-focus material (i.e., mina-lul ‘Mina-acc.’) is in utterance-initial position (circled in pitch track) and
is substantially reduced in every phonetic dimension; thus, it is not appropriate to analyze this string as
a regular ip. An example of an expraprosodic pre-focal word in utterance-medial position can be seen
in Figure 14, where the third word, yedongseng-e ‘a sister’s’ (circled in pitch track), is found at the
beginning of the second IP and immediately preceding a focused word, namjachingu-lul ‘a boyfriendacc.’, and is realized weakly.
A fully legitimate ip would have an AP with clear articulation of segments realized in normal
pitch range and amplitude, and a fully legitimate AP would have a clearly articulated word in normal
amplitude. The extraprosodic phrase, on the other hand, includes a word with reduced articulation,
pitch range, and amplitude. This prosodically- and segmentally-weak material, which is labeled “ap”, a
‘deformed’ AP, acts like a prosodic proclitic or enclitic. When it comes before focus, it is directly
dominated by an Intonation Phrase (IP), as a sister of a prominence-marking ip, ‘focused ip’ (= ipF),
but when it comes after focus, it can be dominated either by an ip or an IP. The representation of an
extraprosodic phrase before and after a focused word in the prosodic structure of Korean is shown in
(8) below. ‘ap’ is written in parentheses because the extraprosodic material is optional. Only one ap
can come before an ip but more than one ap can occur post-focally, as a sister of ip or AP, thus a
superscript ‘0’ is written on (ap). Multiple ap’s can be seen in the phonetically dephrased post-focal
words in Figure 12.
The structure (8) is justified in Korean because a focused ip is projected from a focused word
which forms a legitimate AP. An ip then, by the headedness constraint (i.e., any Cj must dominate a Cj1 (except if Cj = σ), Selkirk 1996), dominates an AP. The ap, not dominated by an ip, is directly
dominated by IP. The prosodic affiliation of extraprosodic phrase after a focused word is less strict
because the end of a focused word can be marked either by an ip (e.g., Figure 10) or an AP boundary
(e.g., Figures 11, 12). Alternatively, an ap can come after a syntax boundary-marking ip (e.g., Figure
8). Thus, when an ap follows a focused AP, it is dominated by an ip, but when it follows an ip
boundary, it is dominated by an IP. Since an ap does not include a focused word, it is not required to
be dominated by an ip. An IP directly dominating an extraprosodic ap violates the exhaustivity
constraint, but this constraint has also been shown to be weaker than other constraints of Prosodic
Domination in English (Selkirk 1996). Given this representation, partial dephrasing is formalized in
(9).
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Figure 13. Example pitch track of a sentence showing extraprosodic material at the beginning of
utterance. This includes only one word, mina-lul ‘Mina-acc.’, and is immediately followed by a
focused word, yeona-ka ‘Yeona-nom’.

Figure 14. Example pitch track of a sentence showing a degenerated ip (circled in the figure) at the
beginning of utterance-medial IP-initial position. This ip includes one word (yedongseng-e ‘sister’s’)
immediately followed by an ip boundary initiated by focus.
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(8) Representation of extraprosodic material (‘deformed’ AP = ap) before and after focused word
IP

ipF
(ap)

APF

(ap)0

(9) Partial dephrasing: [(NP1 NP2 NP3) NP4]NP-Focus [ (NP) …. V]
=> (((… NP3)AP)ip ((NP4)AP … )ip (... V)ap)IP
or
=> (((… NP3)AP)ip ((NP4)AP (… V)ap)ip)IP
The prosodic structure of the pre-focus ap in (8) is similar to that of non-phrase-final weak
function words in English (Selkirk 1996) where a monosyllable (e.g., an unstressed function word) is
directly dominated by PPh (Phonological Phrase), as a sister of PWd (Prosodic Word) (e.g., the
weather, can paint). Selkirk analyzes this function word as prosodic clitic, not Prosodic Word, and
shows that in English, the Exhaustivity constraint is ranked lower than the other constraints of
Prosodic Domination.
Examples of extraprosodic phrases can also be found in tag questions or in ‘afterthought’ phrases
in English. In a typical tag question (e.g., Willie is coming, isn’t he?), a tag phrase comes after an
Intermediate Phrase but all items in a tag question are not prominent, so, in Pierrehumbert (1980), a tag
phrase does not receive any pitch accent. Similarly, an ‘afterthought’ phrase (e.g., John leaves
tomorrow, probably.) is often produced after an Intermediate Phrase but in a reduced pitch range and
amplitude, without pitch accent.

Figure 15. A pitch track of ‘sankaku’ example in J_ToBI (data from Venditti 1997). The sentence final
accented verb, okima’su ‘to put’, is not realized with pitch accent, probably due to the focus on the
preceding word, maNnaka-ni ‘in the center-loc.’.
A further example of extraprosodic phrase can be found in Japanese post-focus string. In one of
the J_ToBI training examples (‘sankaku’; Venditti 1997) shown in Figure 15, the sentence-final
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accented verb, okima’su ‘to put’, does not show any trace of pitch accent. The break index 3m given at
the end of maNnaka-ni ‘triangle-gen’ suggests that the juncture is bigger than an Accentual Phrase.
Native speaker consultants claim that the pre-verbal word, maNnaka-ni ‘in the center-loc’, is
emphasized in this utterance, suggesting that the accented verb is in post-focal position. The sentence
means ‘I will place it right in the center of the triangle roof’ (sa’Nkaku-no ‘triangle-gen’, ya’ne-no ‘a
roof-gen’; the sound file can be retrieved in http://web.mac.com/jen.venditti/iWeb/Site/Japanese%20
ToBI.html).

4. Conclusion
This paper describes the prosodic marking of complex (i.e., multi-word) NP in Korean in both
broad and narrow focus conditions. The data show that prosodic phrasing is influenced by focus,
length, syntactic structure, and their interactions. Unlike the focus phrasing of a verb phrase where the
VP-initial item is the most prominent, the NP-final item is realized the most prominent when a multiword NP is focused: the Intermediate Phrase (ip) boundary is inserted before the NP-final word by
raising the phrase-initial high tone (+H). Regardless of focus, however, the end of a heavy syntactic
constituent is prosodically marked by an ip-final high boundary tone (H-), suggesting that there are
two types of ip: prominence-marking ip vs. syntactic boundary-marking ip. These two types of ip
differ in their function and sensitivity to syntactic/semantic grouping.
The data also show that post-focal and/or pre-focal material can be dephrased. Dephrased material
is produced with a substantially reduced pitch range and amplitude with weak articulation, but the
phrasing of the post-focal string varies in three ways: complete dephrasing occurs when there is no
prosodic boundary after a focused word; partial dephrasing occurs only when there is a prosodic
boundary right after a focused word or at a major syntactic boundary; phonetic dephrasing occurs
when multiple AP boundaries exist after a focused word. The dephrased material is analyzed as an
extraprosodic phrase (labeled as ‘ap’, a deformed AP) and the prosodic affiliation of ap is proposed:
before focus, it is dominated by an Intonation Phrase (IP), as a sister of an ip, but after focus, it is
dominated either by an ip or an IP.
More research is needed to learn how prosodic phrasing interacts with various syntactic structures
and how focus affects the phrasing, and if focus-induced prosodic phrasing is the same as syntaxinduced prosodic phrasing.
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